
STUDIO TABLE

SPECIFICATIONS

Design Christian Bjørn

Year 2013

Typology Dining/Office Table

Collection Signature

Origin Lithuania

Material Base Stainless steel, untreated

Material Top Veneered Douglas Fir table top 
with solid edges

Product Item No. EAN code

Studio Table 6500 5712828065004

2000 850

738



MAINTENANCE OF STUDIO TABLE

CLEANING STAINLESS STEEL:

Some of the metals in the Frama collection are left untreated to allow for a natural patina 
to develop over time. See below to keep these beautiful signs of aging, or polish them away.
All collection pieces are for indoor use.

Stainless steel must be kept clean for a long material life.

For routine cleaning ph-neutral soap and water is sufficient applied with a sponge or cloth. 
This is likely to be needed only 1-2 times a year, as this material is quite resistant to oxidation 
and retention of residue

After cleaning the stainless steel should be washed thoroughly and dried with a soft cloth in 
the direction of the grainto prevent streaking.

CLEANING DOUGLAS FIR:

NOTE:

TREATMENT:

Daily cleaning is done with a soft cloth wrung out in clean water. Avoid using cleaners 
containing any type of chemicals on the furniture.

The drawers come with a finish that is oiled twice in a specific pigmented linseed oil. Regular 
maintenance of oiled wooden furniture is both easy and efficient for long term use. To achieve 
an optimal result we recommend oiling your product maximum once a year or when needed 
with Frama Studio Kitchen oil. For color and application advice conserning dents and oil, 
contact Frama.

End grain (edges), should by treated extra frequently to avoid dryness and cracking in the 
dry season (winter). Irregular distribution of moisture in the wood can cause unnecessary 
cracks and gap. To avoid this we recommend oiling both the top and underside of the 
furniture. To remove dust, salt and other deposits, rinse off with clean fresh water. Then 
use a clean, soft cloth to dry the piece.
Be aware that oily rags can ignite spontaneously. Rags and papers used in the oiling pro-
cess will be flammable. Air dry after use.

1. Use a clean cloth dampened with warm water to clean.

2. Once the furniture is dry, apply oil to a clean soft cloth or sponge - do not pour the oil 
directly on the wood.

3. Rub the oil into the wood in the direction of the grain, treating the entire surface of the 
furniture piece.

4. Let the oil soak for about two hours, then remove any excess oil with a soft clean dry cloth.

5. Rub the surface with a clean soft cloth until a uniform surface is obtained, then let dry.
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